§ 302–9.171  If circumstances warrant an authorization to transport a POV to my post of duty after my assignment to the post of duty, must I sign a new service agreement?
No, if circumstances changed after arrival at your new post of duty to warrant authorization to transport a POV, you are not required to sign a new service agreement, provided a service agreement was signed at the time of your assignment to the post of duty. Violation of that service agreement, however, will result in your personal liability for the cost of transporting the POV.

§ 302–9.172 Under what conditions may my agency authorize transportation of a replacement POV to my post of duty?
Your agency may authorize transportation of a replacement POV to your post of duty when:
(a) You require an emergency replacement POV and you meet the following conditions:
(1) You had a POV which was transported to your post of duty at Government expense; and
(2) You require a replacement POV for reasons beyond your control and acceptable to your agency, such as the POV is stolen, or seriously damaged or destroyed, or has deteriorated due to conditions at the post of duty; and
(3) Your agency determines in advance of authorization that a replacement POV is necessary and in the interest of the Government; or
(b) You require a non-emergency replacement POV and you meet the following conditions:
(1) You have a POV which was transported to a post of duty at Government expense;
(2) You have been stationed continuously during a 4-year period at one or more posts of duty; and
(3) Your agency has determined that it is in the Government's interest for you to continue to have a POV at your post of duty.

§ 302–9.173 How many replacement POVs may my agency authorize me to transport to my post of duty at Government expense?
Your agency may authorize one emergency replacement POV within any 4-year period of continuous service. It may authorize one non-emergency replacement POV after every four years of continuous service beginning on the date you first have use of the POV being replaced.

§ 302–9.174 What is the “authorized point of origin” when I transport a POV, including a replacement POV, to my post of duty subsequent to the time of my assignment to that post of duty?
Your agency determines the authorized point of origin within the United States when you transport a POV, including a replacement POV, to your post of duty subsequent to the time of your assignment to that post of duty.

§ 302–9.175 When I am authorized to transport a POV, including a replacement POV, to my post of duty subsequent to the time of my assignment to that post of duty, may I have the manufacturer or the manufacturer’s agent transport a new POV from the factory or other shipping point directly to my post of duty?
Yes, you may have the manufacturer or manufacturer’s agent transport a new POV from the factory or other shipping point to your post of duty under the same conditions specified in §302–9.143.

Subpart C—Return Transportation of a POV From a Post of Duty

§ 302–9.200 When am I eligible for return transportation of a POV from my post of duty?
You are eligible for POV transportation from your post of duty when:
(a) You were transferred to a post of duty in the interest of the Government; and
(b) You have a POV at the post of duty.

§ 302–9.201 In what situations will my agency pay to transport a POV from my post of duty?
Your agency will pay to transport a POV from your post of duty when:
(a) You are transferred back to the official station (including post of duty) from which you transferred to your current post of duty;